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Nation
Update
Nuke freezes
By a vote of 238-9, America's
Roman Catholic bishops adopted
Tuesday a letter on war and peace
that calls for a halt to the nuclear
arms race and declares the laun
ching of a nuclear attack as im
moral. The letter has been in the
works for two years and required
almost 500 amendments before it
was passed. The letter, drafted in
Chicago, has not been commented
on by the White House; but it will
be once it has been reviewed.
The House of Representatives
followed suit Wednesday and
passed a non-binding resolution
which called for a freeze on
nuclear weapons. The resolution
calls for negotiators to make their
top priority a "mutual and
verifiable" arms freeze with the
Soviet Union which should be ac
complished within a "reasonable,
specified period." The vote was
278-149.

New comet
A just discovered comet will
speed by close to Earth next week
according
to
astronomers
monitoring
the
Infrared
Astronomica Satellite. The comet
Mil give scientists their closest look
it a comet in 200 years although it
may not be easy to see with the
naked eye. The specialized satellite
which first discovered the comet
was launched January 25.

Quake hits
A
severe
earthquake
registering 6.5 on the Richter Scale
jolted Central California at ap
proximately 4:45 Monday, May 2.
The quake, which was cen
tered near Coalinga in Fresno
County, was felt throughout most
of the state. Damage and injuries
were reported in Coalinga and
nearby San Joaquin Valley areas.
There were no deaths reported.

Football suit
The Los Angeles Raiders anounced Monday that it intends to
'e a $57.3 million lawsuit against
e National Football League,
®°st of the teams in the NFL, and a
fom!n5nt 'aw firm, charging that
o defendants had "obstructed
,S lce' by failing to disclose false
»umony in a recent trial. The suit
r
been officially filed as of
dJS<L
b"t copies of it were
'buted to reporters.

Oakland's campaign
The city of Oakland is trying
sid mProve its image as the uglier
tbe bay. The city has mounten
a new campaign
with the
of"?n' "Oakland-the bright side
ay>" The campaign menHon
Ogu' among other things,
S rePutation of
Jndi
milder
pghbo ^°8gy weather than its bay

Deukmejian
bandons mansion
Govenor George Deukmejian
dropped plans to live in the
^f-used governor's mansion
w'll find a rental home in
ramento,
Republican
, ators said this week. Deukan has been commuting by air
weekend to his Long Beach
e while living in a contpium during the week. The
sion was built by Ronald
8an at an estimated cost of
rrrillion. Duekmejian decided
. 0 live in the mansion after
8 opposition from the state's
. °urats who refused to repeal a
hat directs the sale of the
hsion.
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Pacifican investigation
^aud, forgery
Staff Writer

The preliminary findings of a
two-month long investigation into the
business practices of the Pacifican
and its $101,000 deficit reveal a trail
ot forged signatures, diverted and
uncollected advertising revenues and
possible payments to fictitious comJ?°yle Minden- chairman of
the Publication Board, said Wed
nesday. Minden emphasized that no
individuals will be formally charged
with any wrongdoings until the in
vestigation is completed.
"The investigation is going on to
see what happened, and to say what
happened now would be premature "
Minden said. "We can definitely say
that some business practices
established by the Publications Board
were not followed," he said.
"Expenditures were made
without proper authorization, such as
alleged forgeries. It appears that
funds have been paid to firms that
don't have legitimate claims on those
funds. There are also strong in
dications that advertising revenues
have been diverted to other accounts
outside of the University," he said.

S°ntroller La"y Brehm
said, We don't know why adverTg,Jev.enues baven't been collec
ted. We don't know why advertisers
u »rei not billed and if they were
billed, why they weren't collected
on.
When the deficit was discovered
ln February, the Finance Center
notified the University Police who in
formed the Stockton Police Depart
ment of the investigation, Minden
said.
The Sacramento auditing firm of
Coopers and Lybrand was hired in
March to review the Pacifican's ac
counts and to advise the Finance Cen
ter and the Publications Board on
how to proceed with the in
vestigation, Minden added. The
University's bonding company was
also notified that there may be some
funds missing.
Vice President of Student Life
Judith Chambers this week strongly
denied rumors that the University
administration is trying to cover-up
the paper's financial problems and
the results of the investigation. "It
will not be swept under the carpet,"
Chambers said. "Whatever the

results, they will be dealt with ap
propriately
within
University
regulations and the State law. I think
it is unfortunate that it is taking so
much time," Chambers continued.
"One of the reasons that it is taking
so long is that there are a lot of very
complicated financial details that
have to be worked out," she said.
"Another reason for the delay is that
we are handling it in-house and the
people investigating it can't devote
100 percent of their time to the in
vestigation."
"Good business practices were
not followed," Brehm said. "We
essentially know that. There is a con
tinuing investigation on some of the
expenditures," he continued,
although he refused to comment on
what expenditures were being in
vestigated or give a figure on how
much money might be unaccounted.
"It is the feeling of the board
that there needs to be a better system
of checks and balances concerning
the handling of the Pacifican
funds," Minden said. "Steps are
being taken to implement these
checks and balances at the present
time.'

valuable support and contributions to
the Greek Program."
The Greek Chapter of the Year
Award is open to all chapters which
are chartered members of the Interfraternity Council (IFC) or
Panhellenic Council. The purpose of
the award is to recognize one Greek
House for its distinctive achievements
in academic studies, leadership,
community and University service,
and promotion of the Greek system in
a given academic year. The houses
participating this year are Fraternities-Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Archania, Omega Phi Alpha, Phi Delta
Chi, and Sororities-Delta Gamma,
Kappa Alpha Theta, and Alpha Chi
Omega.
The
Greek
Man/Woman

Awards are open to undergraduates
of junior standing or above, with
each chapter nominating two mem
bers. This award was judged on ex
cellence in the areas of academic
studies, leadership, community and

jshi

...

UOP students pictured here on Anderson Lawn celebrated Arbor Day by plan
ting new trees.

Delta Gamma awarded UOP Greek house-of-the-year
tf-BT Aimee
•% llM/t/l T\
nM 1^ n
By
Donlon
Staff Writer

Delta Gamma has been named
Greek House of the Year with Bob
Shibuya from Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Debbie Doyle of Delta Gamma
winning Greek Man/Woman of the
Year at last night's banquet held at
the Pacific Club. This is the first year
that the awards have been given,
marking the beginning of the annual
awards. Two special honorary awards
were also given from a division of
Student Life. These went to Sigma
Alpha Epsilon in recognition for
"growth and change in chapter
development, pledge education and
affirming fraternal ideas" and to Dr.
B. Jan Timmons, Communications
Department Professor, for her "in

Adult trial for rapist
By Cindy Hoffman
Staff Writer

University rape suspect Tony
Terrell Smith could face a 63-year
sentence if convicted on all counts af
ter a ruling yesterday in Stockton
Municipal Court stipulated the
suspect will be tried in an adult court.
Yesterday's hearing was the 17year-old's third court appearance
following preliminary hearings in
which Smith was formally charged
with 14 offenses including four counts
of forcible rape, four counts of
burglary, one count of assault with
intent to rape, and one count o
SOd°Smith

was arrested on March 18,
ending the spree of assaults whic
were committed between January
and March 9. The attacks took place

during the early morning hours of
January 25, February 17, March 3
and March 9 and were committed in
residences on, or apartments near,
the University including Kona Aparments, Price House dormitory, and
the Rosemarie Apartments. Smith
was apprehended on March 18 while
attempting to enter an apartment at
the Brookside Apartment complex.
All of the attacks took place in
second-floor
bedrooms
with
unlocked windows or doors. Smith
was allegedly armed with a knife
during the attacks.
Yesterday's
hearing
was
rescheduled from April 22 after
Smith's attorney, Deputy Public
Defender Jeff Hirshfield, requested a
continuance order to organize the
evidence for Smith's defense.

University service and promotion of
the Greek system. Those nominated
were, from Kappa Alpha Theta, Jodi
Ekerman and Cathleen Pelkin, from
Alpha Chi Omega, Carla Mariani and
Roseanne Siino, from Delta Gamma,

Liz Ward and Debbie Doyle, from
Omega Phi Alpha, Frank Reichert
and Steve Weitzer, from Archania,
Gene Domecus and Loel Huepel, and
from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Bob
Shibuya and Jim Clifford.

Graduation plans underway
By Elisa Kayser
Staff Writer

Graduation nears at UOP and
final plans are taking shape. This
year, due to the unusually large rain
fall, there is even more emphasis
being placed on securing an alternate
commencement
site
to
Knoles Lawn, should it rain. The
various schools will have their com
mencements from May 15 thru May
22, with the majority of the exercises
occuring on May 21 and 22.
According to Doyle Minden,
Director of Public Relations and
Commencement Coordinator, "The
plans are going smoothly. Knoles
Lawn is a nice setting." He added,
"The families and students seem to
really enjoy it, perhaps because it
reflects their personalized UOP ex
perience."
Last year, when the Spanos Cen
ter was considered as a commen
cement site, a number of people ex
pressed dissatisfaction. It seems that
UOP President Stanley E. McCaf
frey supports the traditional com
mencement on Knoles Lawn, for no
recent mention of the Spanos Center
as a site has been made, except as a
rain-out alternative.

As UOP tradition follows, the
Commencement Convocation on
Friday, May 20 begins the commenment weekend on campus. This years
keynote speaker is Dr. David P. Gar
dner, recently appointed President of
the University of California. Gardner
will assume the UC position on
July 1.
McCaffrey said he has invited
presidents from other independent
colleges and universities to join in the
ceremony to greet Gardner. McCaf
frey said Gardner's comments will
relate to the "important relationship
between state-supported and in
dependent higher education."
Gardner's honors have included,
among other, chairman of the
Federal Government's 18 member
National Commission on Excellence
in Education. He was selected by
Time magazine as one of the 200 men
and women "destined to provide the
United States with a new generation
of leadership", and he was among
100 young leaders of the Academy in
1978 nationwide survey by Change
Magazine.
The School of Pharmacy will
lead off the Commencement Week
with a graduation ceremony on Sun

day, May 15, at 10:00 a.m. on Knoles
Lawn. This will be followed by Con
vocation on Friday, May 20, at 7:30
p.m. on Knoles Lawn.
Commencement for COP will
take place on Saturday, May 21, at
9:00 a.m. on Knoles Lawn.
Education seniors will graduate that
same day at 2:30 p.m. in the Conser
vatory Auditorium, followed by Con
servatory commencement at 7:30
p.m., also in the Conservatory
Auditorium.
School of Business and Public
Administration and Covell College
seniors will hold ceremonies Sunday,
May 22, at 8:30 a.m. on Knoles Lawn
and at 11:00 a.m. in Long Theater,
respectively, followed by Engineering
graduation at 2:00 p.m. in the Con
servatory Auditorium.
Graduation should prove to be
interesting and meaningful for those
involved and in the words of
graduating senior Maureen Mahan,
"I've enjoyed my years at UOP im
mensely. I've learned and grown so
much, and as commencement nears, I
think back on the fantastic times I've
had and also what the future has to
offer. It's sort of a mixture of ap
prehension and excitement."

Pharm elects Cloud
By Michel Murphy
Staff Writer

The Pharmacy School's Student
pharmaceutical
AsTocIa'tion (SAPhA) recently held

=rrKnCS^eaS
Derry, First Year
tative David Martinez Second Yea
Representative Judy Del-'oe« .
Historian Den James an
jd ntiaj
son George Kilhon. ^ president.
run-off between ^"^SyX
thia Stuther resuited in v^ J
Cloud, according to bArn^

Tracy

TriCO^The

Pharmacy . campus.

SAPhA ''P^^'andgoVer'nment of
students, faculty, an g
cloud>
the pharmacy school exp ai
describing it as paradeto £ends to
Off campus representatio
ican
organizations .ncluding the A^^

AmerTcan Coh«8^ Pharmaceutical

Association, the National Phar
maceutical Association and the
California Pharmaceutical
Association.
SAPhA is headed by Cloud,
whose main duties are presiding over
weekly meetings, coordinating events,
delegating specific duties to
respective committees, and insuring
all issues concerning faculty ancl
students are properly disseminated.
Vice President Patty Fan acts as
Cloud's assistant, along with coor
dinating elections, presiding over the
Student Affairs Committee and
numerous other responsibilities.
"If more main campus students knew
of and participated in our fundraisers,
sevice projects and other events, 11
would be a great asset," said cloudDue to a semester calendar
rhanee and coinciding examination
brinies with
non-pharmacy
Shools Cloud foresees increased rnSSonhSween the two campuses..

Graduating seniors filled the UC Theater to listen to their final plans from Dean Roy Whiteker about graduation.
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EDITORIAL
P'can staff speaks out
The past academic year has undoubtedly
been a troublesome and difficult one for The
Pacifican. The problems we encountered were
many. The two major ones we faced were the
controversial term paper issues and The
Pacifican's current unsolved deficit discrepan
cies.
These two major problems stemmed from
a lack of leadership and guidance on the part of
The Pacifican's former editor-in-chief. The
level of morale, dedication and commitment of
the editorial board and the entire staff was
always high, yet the organization structure of
the paper last semester was poor due to the
previous editor's lack of leadership. As a result
of these failings, the editor-in-chief was
removed.
The Pacifican is now under new leadership
which is attempting to re-establish the
credibiltiy and reputation of the newspaper.
The attitude of the staff is still one of
dedication, commitment and responsibility in
bringing its readership all the information and
news available. The editor-in-chief, editorial
board, and staff believe that the students de
serve to be fully informed and know the whole
story on the current deficit controversy. If fun

ds were misused, The Pacifican will tell the
students by whom and how. Since at this point
the issue is unsolved, The Pacifican anticipates
coming back next fall with a complete and ac
curate story on the deficit matter.
Hopefully, the credibility of The Pacifican
will survive despite its past problems. The last
three issues of The Pacifican have served to
document this point. The newspaper
management and staff look forward to coming
back next academic year and serving the stud
ents to the best of their ability.
The student newspaper is the best outlet for
expressing students' ideas, dissatisfactions and
commendations. The Pacifican hopes to work
more closely with ASUOP, COPA, SBPA,
campus organizations, faculty and ad
ministration next year.
The newspaper staff looks forward to a
successful year with much student participation
and involvement. Many positions are still open
for the 1983-84 term, including writers, layout
staff and typesetters.
The strength and quality of a student
newspaper is only as good as the students
behind it.

• t Mr u#i
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MTV — a controversial issue
Editor:

discern one station from another. A
typical format would be something
like 20 minutes of music (any kind,
popular, jazz, classical), other times
would be devoted to topical
discussions and the news. With the
relatively new technology of
television, this all changed. Now we
have "All Country" stations on the
radio, "Top 40," "Hard Rock,"
"All News," and, yes, "Cham
pagne" or "Beautiful Music" for
mats. An offshoot of
this
phenomenon is the so-called
"Generation Gap" that was hollered
about in the '50's. People just 10 or
20 years apart in age polarized them
selves into different cultures. And
now we're experiencing a similar ef
fect that new technology is having on
television. This is only the beginning.
What potential problems will we as a
society have to face when the com
puter is in almost every household?
Although it's easy to accuse
regular or "free" T.V. of being a
"vacuum" ('cuz it's so often true!)
there's a mini-series entitled "V" that
ran on NBC the 1st and 2nd and I
found it most enjoyable. Anyhow,
the point is that in it was illustrated a
common technique of having the
public blinded to issues by supplying
a scapegoat. In the case of Nazi Ger
many it was the Jews, and so forth,
and so on. For MTV, although

During the past few weeks, a
great deal of publicity was given to
"Music Television," or "MTV,"
which is rapidly becoming available
to CATV subscribers. Harold Maury
wrote a scathing review in the April
23 issue of T.V. Guide which made
enjoyable reading, and there is the ar
ticle by Dean Axelrod of the
Pacifican which did not.
Unfortunately, after sifting
through all the rhetoric of Dean's
column, the strongest case for MTV
causing "Brain damage" was that of
the author's writing style! MTV is
probably a harbinger of greater issues
to face us, and the public needs facts,
not empty harangue to deal with
them. These vitriolic remarks stem
not from Dean's opinion, but the lack
of any stubstantive reasons or obser
vations in his article to support his
argument.
What is probably most con
troversial about MTV and other pay
T.V. networks is their narrow and in
tensive scope of coverage. In the case
of MTV, they appeal to the 14-30
years age group and offer primarily
rock and new wave. With increased
technological sophistication available
to all information media, the
recipient is able to select those areas
of interest that appeal to him or her.
Eventually, it is highly likely that pay
T.V. will offer 100 channels, and the
subscriber will most likely select two
or three and watch those over 90% of
the time. The irony of this is that in
Editor:
creased availability of information
On behalf of the Special Olym
can paradoxically foster a situation pics of San Joaquin County may we
where people can effectively screen once again express our sincere ap
out matters which are not of interest,
preciation to the administration,
although they may be vitally impor faculty and students of the University
tant to the individual. An example of
of the Pacific for the outstanding
this perhaps, is the viewer who selects assistance with our Track and Field
ESPN (a 24-hour sports network) Meet on April 8, 1983.
while presidential candidates debate
All reports tell us that this event
over another network. It's very in was once again a success and it is only
structive to reflect back on how the because of the cooperation and
more traditional broadcast networks assistance that we get from the com
have evolved. If one would listen to munity, which includes your students
the recordings of early radio broad serving as volunteers, that an event of
casts, it would be very difficult to this size can take place.

they're not the scapegoat by some
devious design, let's not go the easy
route of castigating them instead of
facing the real issues. This spon
taneous censorship by the viewer
himself (herself) has a greater poten
tial for harm, than anything the State
Department has been doing lately in
the cases of controversial movies,
reprehensible as that may be.
I don't have any easy or canned
answers, nor do I advocate the aban
donment of technology. That raises
the old aphorism, "Like cutting your
nose to spite your face." But as a
society we must learn to be respon
sible for the marvels and menaces
that we create. No longer should such
matters be just "left to the experts."
So-called "lay" people must adopt a
better grasp of science and
technology, and the scientists
(remember "V"?) must not abandon
their social and cultural heritage for
the sake of techocracy. All this isn't
going to be easy. So what is?
Perhaps this article goes quite a
bit beyond the "MTV" issue, and
that's just the point. I hope I helped
focus a little bit more on the cause as
opposed to the effect.
Dan Berky
School of Pharmacy

A thanks to UOP

Don Schrader
Area Coordinator
Special Olympics
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MUN story needs clarification (6Q2) 9S

I was pleased to see your
coverage of Model United Nations in
this week's edition of the Pacifican.
This year's UOP delegates do indeed
deserve commendation for their ex
cellent work at Scottsdale, and the
opportunities which Model UN offer
to all UOP students do need to be
made better known on the campus.
However, there are a few items
in the account that need some am
plification or clarification. For
example, the story speaks of
"...minimal, if any, UOP funding"
for the program. Quite to the con
trary, MUN receives substantial sup
port from C.O.P. and the Political
Science Department, as well as from
Elbert , Covell, and even more
generous help from ASUOP and
COPA.
In most years, this combination
of the University and student
organization funding would cover

most of MUN's expenses, but the
long-distance travel this year (for the
third year in a row) made additional
fund-raising necessary, and the
PMUNA students did an excellent
job with this, through a variety of en
deavors which included the raffle, but
also involved raising money from
local community groups such as the
World Affairs Council and the
United Nations Association.
Secondly, MUN has a second
faculty advisor, Professor Larry
Pippin of Elbert Covell, who works
primarily with the ECC delegation
but also contributes to the overall
work of PMUNA, and who this year
was elected to the Corporate Board of
Model United Nations of the Far
West (the parent organization for all
the Model UN's).
Thirdly, "apartheid" is NOT a
"policy of blacks against the ten per
cent white population" of South
Africa, as your account would have
it; it is precisely the opposite: the in

stitutionalized racism of the whit
minority against the black majority)!
South Africa. And, one of the co®
tries represented by UOP this yeaj
was not "Cypress" (a tree, albeit a'
lovely one), but "Cyprus," an island
republic.
Finally, Model UN at Pacific is
decidedly a student-led organization
with much of the training of new
delegates coming directly from
veteran members and especially the
student leaders. The high quality of
the work of UOP delegations at Scot
tsdale is the direct result of a year's
worth of skill, commitment, and hard
work on the part of PMUNA
President Sue Cassell, and the Exec
utive Committee consisting of John
Andrews, Rhonda Heinle, David
Hess, Jonathan Hill, Laura Jackson,
Bill Kochenderfer, Teri Pallitto, Jeff
Peterson and (for the first semester)
Karen Anderson.

Guest Columnist

At a Stockton Hospital, an in
fant's first cries of life are accom
panied by the "Hallelujah Chorus."
In a Rehabilitation Center, a double
amputee (amputated arms) gives a
guitar performance with the aid of
special adaptive devices. In a
Psychotherapy session, a group of
clients compose a song to express
feelings which are difficult to ver
balize. These are some of the sounds
of music therapy, a field which brings
about behavioral change through
specially-designed music techniques.
Students in the Music Therapy
Department at UOP bring a love of
music and a desire to help others to
their major. During every semester of
their undergraduate program, they
practice the methods they learn in the
classroom in actual clinical settings,
including facilities for the developmentally delayed, learning disabled
and emotionally disturbed, physically
law
offenders.
handicapped,

psychiatric patients and the elderly.
Upon completion of the un
dergraduate curriculum including a
six-month internship, these graduates
are granted National Registration as a
Music Therapist. Several graduates,
enticed by the opportunity to
specialize or pursue research in
terests, return to UOP for graduate
study in music therapy. UOP offers
the only fully-approved Master's
degree program in the Western U.S.,
and is one of two universities in
California with a Baccalaueate
program leading to Registration.
While performing a valuable
community service, students learn,
first hand, how music therapy
benefits people. They take part in ex
periences like the ones described
above, where music is therapeutic
in a variety of ways.
Music therapy-assisted labor and
delivery helps an expectant mother
relax and focus on a meaningful
positive dimension of childbearing'
As the child is born, music matches
the exuberant emotion,
.u.
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Music therapy-it changes one's life
By Dr. Suzanne B. Hanser

-Ifr -MPS

mother, coach and staff, adding to
the atmosphere of celebration. Ini
different way, music therapy helps an
amputee who believes that he can no
longer make a creative contribution
in his lifetime. The music therapist
proves this belief false, as the young
man gains self-esteem and confidence
in his guitar playing and subsequent
ly in other aspects of his life. In
still another manner, the nonverbal
attributes of music help a group o(
individuals express feelings and
problems, perhaps, a first step in
working them out. Their composition
unites the group as the clients under
stand common goals and concerns
and recognize the supportive theme in
their song.
After witnessing these and other
dramatic changes as a function o
music therapy, student therapists of
ten claim that they themselves are the
ones who gain the most from the ex
periences. By utilizing their music1
talent and love of others in such a
unique way, they, too, are matt
li^Siatic changes in their own lives
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Ann M. Fisler
Recreation and Special
Olympics Coordinator

The Pacifican

OUR POLICY
Dan Sousa

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
t0 t>le ed'tor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor. North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California
95211
{209! 946-2 114.

All of you can be proud of the
excellent involvement of the Univer
sity of the Pacific with the Special
Olympics program. We had over
1,200 participants this year, our
biggest ever.
Again, thanks to everyone who
worked so hard.

* *
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NEWS
$1,000 Kennett Award offered
By

Alison RaeGillfillan

-

JfeofifSnl who donaK

Staff Writer

This fall all undergraduate
dents at UOP will have the oppornitv to enter a fiction writing con'ft which will offer a $1,000 prize

SS"

^warded to the best submitted fiction
' The literary prize was established
Thomas Kennett, a local financial

illiteracy that I began to question

cutive and private investment
°>« »ith
'anager. Kennett, a 1971 graduate of KellTKtaf' f"
D
university of Irvine, first became inSpLS at^rhc so;d °f
Ived with UOP in 1981 when he
— in the Patrons of Pacific ThSlfb'? hlS 8iftthe fo™ °f the
took part
Thomas Kennett Award as a means to
Patrons of Pacific is a encourage quality creative
writing
IT''*" " :•»» ~ » ^ ^
--ww**
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Great income potential
All occupations

f

campus. Kennett
that the con
test be open to all students of all
majors. "I don't care if you're an
omics major or an underwater
.
casket weaving major. All humans
a^lllty to reach within them
*ve
selves, said Kennett. He hopes that
professors in the University will
support and encourage the contest.
WOI\1 oe much of a contest if only
nts out of a student body of
iV™
4,000 enter."
The Kennett Award is unique
because no other university in the
United States offers a literary award
as substantial as the Kennett Award.
Most universities have contests out
the prize money is divided into several
small denominational prizes. "Mr.
Kennett was very adamant about
Keeping all the prize money in one
award and not splitting it up into
several awards," states Nimtz.
t
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Entries for the contest must be
submitted to the English Department,
Knoles Hall 206, by the last Monday
of October, 1983. "It was our
thought that by setting the due date in
late October students would have the
entire summer to create," said Ken
nett. Entries must be fictional short
stories written in imaginative creative
prose, with 3,000 to 10,000 words.
The pieces will be judged by a panel
of three professors who will select
three finalists. The winner will be
selected by the panel in consultation
with Mr. Kennett. The Kennett
Award will be presented on the first
Monday of December 1983.
Kennett feels the winning piece
has a good chance of being published
in a New York magazine. More in
formation about the contest is
available through the English Depart
ment.
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SEMEN DONORS
NEEDED
Please Call

Sigma Alpha Epsilon held a slave sale a week ago to raise money for house
renovations.

SCIENCE MAJORS
WANT A JOB THAT WILL MAKE
THE MOST OF YOUR DEGREE?

•<

A commission as an Air Force officer
may be your answer! If you're a U.S.
citizen and have (or will have) a BS
degree in the field of science (calcu
lus andphysics mandatory) youmay qual
ify for a few select positions currently
open. Starting salary approx. $18,000,
challenging responsibilities, and rapid
advancement could be yours! Contact
your nearest Air Force recruiter or call:

A

AROUND THE WORLD:
Fall 1983 (Sept. I4-Dec. 23)
Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
1 Cadi/, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

SStjt. Wayne Mabrv
10751 Folsom Boulevard
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 635-9618

Sponsored by lh«- I niverf.it> of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities,augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in IIberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea. UCIS.University of Pittsburgh.Forbes

948-0571
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PROGRAMS BOARD
Prog-am entertainment in the areas of
MUSIC, COMEDY, & DANCES
Return your refrigerators Saturday, May 7th to
the UC patio between 10:00AM and 4:00PM
and you will receive all of your $25.00
deposit back. They can also be returned on
Sunday, May 8th between 12 NOON and
4:00PM but you will only receive $15.00 of
your deposit back. Any refrigerators returned
the week after May 8th during regular loan
store hours will receive only a $5.00
deposit refund.

Job descriptions and applications are available
in the ASUOP office. Applications die May 9.

MAKE SURE ALL YOUR GOODIES
ARE OUT OF THE REFRIGERATORS
AND THEY ARE CLEAN AND DRY
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ENTERTAINMENT
[Good night of drama!
By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

The best part of Twelfth Night
was that the story itself was amusing
and enjoyable. Sy Kahn's version of
this Shakespearian play was good,
but with a writer like Shakespeare,
how could you go wrong?
As a whole the cast faired well in
Twelfth Night although the un
familiar dialogue presented a bit of a
problem. Unfortunately the cast's
lack of mastery in the dialogue could
only pose a larger problem with the
audience. Rapid speech was the
greatest drawback, and, although in
the director's notes Dr. Kahn pleads
lack of rehearsal time, there really is
no excuse for the discomfort caused
to the audience.
The most notable performances
were given by Mathew Cabot as Sir
Toby, Stuart Voytilla as Feste, Linda
Smith as Viola, and a particularly
amusing performance was given by
David Richter as Malvolio.
Votilla played the fool, but
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Richter inadvertantly played the
clown; this is by far the best role I've
seen Richter in. Voytilla seems to
have a flair with the Shakespearian
play, or maybe he just looks cute in
tights?
Mathew Cabot played the drunk
Sir Toby with all the charm and
delight of Dudley Moore in Arthur.
And, it is anything but unex
pected to see a good performance
from Linda Smith. Linda is simply at
home on the stage and is the greatest
asset the Drama Department has; I'm
sorry this is her final year.
Darrell Persels created simplistic
but exquisite sets, and Sandra Persels
added the finishing touches with
marvelous costumes. It's a wonder
the UOP Drama Department hasn't
lost this team to a professional stage
company.
The Drama Department and I
have disagreed on a few points,
they're not exactly in a position to be
objective, but I think they'll agree
that Twelfth Night is certainly a play
worth seeing, •sv*
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Leslie McCauley, Karen Fairbrook, and David Richter performing in the UOP
drama production of Twelfth Night.

Disney releases something wicked
By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

Something Wicked This Way
Comes, came from Disney of all
studios. This Ray Bradbury drama
began like a Disney movie, ended like
a Disney movie, but the middle came
from somewhere else.
Ray Bradbury wrote the screen
version of Something Wicked This
Way Comes from his best selling
book by the same name. Bradbury is
also the well-known science fiction
author of Fahrenheit 451 and the
Martian Chronicles. He has had
several screen plays adapted for both
network television and public broad
casting channels. Bradbury has
become such a seasoned author he
was able to dictate to Disney who he
wanted as director and actors.
Chosen as the director was Jack
Clayton who also directed Great Gatsby. In Something Wicked This Way
Comes, Clayton had his hands full
with two small boys as the major
characters, (Vidal Peterson as Will
Halloway and Shawn Carson as Jim
Nightshade). Clayton also needed to
capture eerie sensations, spooky
autumn days, and a general feeling of
insecurity which he achieved quite
successfully.
Jason Robards is an excellent
choice for the part of Mr. Halloway,
the Green Town librarian who saves
the town from the clutches of Dark's
Pandemonium Carnival.
Dark (Jonathan Pryce) is the
ringleader of the carnival which
comes by a train that has a whistle
sounding of human screams. The
carnival appears harmless enough but
things lurking in the shadows are not
harmless.
The story runs along the idea
that if you wish to be someone you're

turn out as expected.
.
As Will Halloway warns his
father, "Be careful Dad, something is
going on," the investigatioabegan to

not, you may be unfortunate enough
to have that wish come true. Since
Dark is not the fairy-godmother type,
the wishes he grants do not usually

find precisely what was
Halloway discovers that mam!1
ago his father made a j0unai y%
which told of an evil AutuJ etllr)
nival. This passage brought th° Catof heroism to Hallowav',
...1» nro "VlflOrt
11
.
^
1',1'1'
whose "heart was suddenly
too"
too tired, too full of yearnim old,
regrets, according to Will
^d
Dark tempts Halloway
renewed youth but Halloway h Wlltl
give in and finds youth — °esni
n't
renewed
less than evil dealings throuoh
1/
m;o nf hie enn
thnr iL.
tn. e
love
of his son~thus,
the Disn
y&
ding,
This Ray Bradbury tale is notf
the science fiction afici0r '
a<l0
Something Wicked This Way°c
Way c( ''
is a drama with some hard-to-e
p
X J
rd-to-exh,,undertones, which really
termed science fiction.
j*
recommend this well-made m!! •
and not just for the Disney*0^'
Although it does have Disney oJk'
Something Wicked This Way c0
is not typical Disney.
*
J

Jonathan Pryce offers free passes to Shawn Carson and Vidol Peterson in
Walt Disney Production's Something Wicked This Way Comes.

(Courtesy of the Plaza Pin.
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Responsible Senior, working in
Stockton law firm, needs
summer housing May 15August 15, 1983. Would
be willing to share apt.,
house sit, or rent studio
apt. References available.
Please contact
Mary Vanni at
464-8732 between
8:30 A.M. & 5.00 P.M.

to sublet furnished
apartment for summer mos.

Call: (415) 463-8257
mmmmam

We're the different moving
company £E1UNS

PLEASE PHONE

943-MOVE
Bekmi ICC NC 52793. PUC CAL T 7231 8. Pacilk ICC MC-3500. PUC CAL T 15221

T
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PIZZ

All-You-Can-EjiI Night

$3.50 Adult
Family Night
Each Sunday between t
Buy any large pizza of y
equivalent value).
Happy Hoar*
Enjoy your favorite bre\
Beer & Wine xh Price

Call us about your party, a
Ask us for ou

Job

•

734 Wilshire Avenue. Stockton. California 95201
(Adiacent to the 15 Freeway and the Stockton Deep Water Channel)
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Wednesday 6-9 p.m. We
kinds. You eat all the
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473-1279
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specializing in major projects
utilizing Daisy Wheel Printer
proofs, available for editing

We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the goods you bring
us and all you have to do is pick them up next Fall.
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Professional man wishes

Instead, why not store it with your local Bekins Moving &
Storage Agent who is only 2 miles from the UOP campus.
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WORD PROCESSING

DON'T LUG THAT STUFF
HOME THIS SUMMER . . . .
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Budweiser
KING OF BEERS,

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Ken Earle

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriental
A
Express would like to offer you the American Express" Card
American
What are we?
Crazy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that W„e re
confident of you now. And we re proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No eimmirU
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
''
^ts offer is
But why should you get the American Express Card now'
a

U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

\

l •

„

S
S
t
e
American
Express S
Card is ai
real help.
Get plane tickets wffhH world,' the
n use f»r
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should n
you're away, justgoto any American Express Travel Service Office'^wh^ Wh'le
are-and they'll help out.
"ever you
Of course, the Card also helps you
establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstoreor on campus bulletin boards
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it.
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season, Earle took first

Look for an application OI

of the Year
place individual

» campus.
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® American Express 0"hipany,

' Pick up
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1^25? ^ receives bid for membership
r
s'-'fWri,w

When the new actives of Alpha
>W3 Hii Omega askedx house mother
Mary
A
4 n
*
J* l58x v"
nipudonne to attend
a~ tea last Sunfv she didn't think anything of it.
ft when she arrived and found
veral of her personal friends in at• -e, she began to wonder what
5S5n! tendance
nas going on.
Sunday, Mrs. Dieudonne, or
0»rIS , M D, as she is more frequently
k^H I V "lied, was presented with a bid for
honorary membership into Alpha
Br
rhi Omega- When asked if she had
,nV idea that this was going to hapMrs. Dieudonne said, "No. It
^ ' neat surprise. The girls said that
he new activities were having a tea, and
as asked to come. I never dreamed
< ftK "% X itwould be anything like this."
msiT. H
The plan almost hit a snag when
y^b *
she informed the girls that she had
plans and would not be able to be
"Dawn (Polvorosa) wouldn't
Ik

5*S!N

_

hAh»ny»\C,Uses-

Shetold

with many of th.m «,
toseethem!*'them'
^°* *'wi"134 n,ce

me I had to

there, Mrs. Dieudonne laughed.

The initiation will be in August
when there is a reunion of the DdS
Sigma Chapter. Mom D is looking
STbi^ ? f°r m°re reaSO"S "S5
just becoming a member. "I'm
ooking forward to it, also, because it
8 « ^. nc,e to see the alumni.
We
really don t get a chance to visit with
them much during homecoming. Since
I have been here Ten
vear<TTl™ T1CC
;eg ye^rs.^ am close

her. w ten years that she has been
'
? has discovered that the
r
manv S Ue.S 0f a house mother are
many she is in charge of the kitchen
3n«£? CK°°ks and hashers. She is the
official hostess of the house, and
Sy' ? 318011 between the house
enmpc f YniVersity" And when it
SlfA.u relationship with the
f rk ,
,a Chi °mega, "Some
g
are just looking for someone to
sort" 1ar8e l°thers are looking for a
lootmother figure. Everyone is
looking for something different."
thio if. asked about the relation
ship between all of the sororities at
r.
' fnd the competition between
em, Mom D replied, "I suppose
K»^etlt«rn is necessary, and it is
healthy. We have four sororities, and
t tnink there is a place for all four of
them. There's a niche for everyone. I
meet most of the girls when they go
through rush. I think they can find
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All-You-Can-Eat Night
Wednesday 6-9 p.m. We serve it out of the oven piping hot, all different
kinds. You eat all the pizza you want.
$3.50 Adult
$1.75 Children
Family Night
Each Sunday between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. is family night at Mountain Mikes:
Buy any large pizza of your choice and get a FREE small pizza (of same or
equivalent value).
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in the Alpha Beta Shopping Center

by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,

Student performance
UOP dance students will be
presenting a dance performance of
student/faculty choreography on
Wednesday evening, May 11th
from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. in the An
derson Dance Studio.
Students from a variety of
UOP dance classes will be
featured-jazz, ballet, modern,
tap, folk, and musical theatre.
Admission if free and all are in
vited to attend.

Chinese exhibit
A cultural and educational
opportunity of unprecedented
significance, "Treasures from the
Shanghai Museum: 6,000 Years of
Chinese Art" will open May 4 and
continue through September 30, at
the Asian Art Museum of San
Francisco in Golden Gate Park.

478-2214

Hi! I'd love to do a
specific style, or create
one especially for you!

J. D., Harvard Law School

Comprehensive com
puter-assisted instruction, fea
turing automatic timing, scoring,

Come in and see me for all
your hair needs, at V.I.P. s

branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.
Apple, IBM PC disks:
$195.00

SJ

Queue, Inc.

5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432

l-800-232.-£224 or
(203) 335-0908

Mistii
at
V.I.P.S

707 Lincoln Center, or call 478-9436
and ask for Mistii.

* We are also a Sebastian Artistic
Center & carry all their products.
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Job Opening
nice Manager
Associated Students
Programs Board

Pick «p description and application
in ASUOP Office

Applications

/

PRESENTS

Available exclusively from:

1433 March Lane
(cornerof March & Pershing)

Call us about your party, after the game team get-together.
Ask us for our special group rates.

INTELLECTUAL
SOFTWARE

girls to love. And it's so neat when
the alumna come back. I even have
some Alpha Chi grandchildren," she
said proudly. Mom D also has two
daughters of her own, and "four ab
solutely gorgeous grandchildren."
Asked if she had any plans
beyond UOP and Alpha Chi Omega,
Mom D said, "I can't think of
another place I would rather be. I en
joy working with the people on cam
pus. And we have a tremendous
house corporation and advisory
board. I can't picture being anywhere
else."
There is one other thing she likes
about her job. "It gives me my sum
mers free to travel." And she does
travel. Mom D's motto is "Have bag,
will travel!" She has been to
England, Japan, Greece, and Egypt,
In trying to sum up the basic
philosophy of the girls in Alpha Chi
Omega, Mrs. Dieudonne referred to a
saying the house has. She remarked,
"To see beauty in the common things
in life, with notes of happiness, joy,
and peace-What more could we
want. It's been a wonderful ten years.
And a wonderful group of girls."
Then Mom D added, "I feel
priviledged to have been here."

Feature
Update

£ >-

Enjoy your favorite brew every Tuesday and Thursday 11 a.m.-2.p.m.

Beer & Wine Vi Price

their place." And, she adds, "I am
good friends with the other
housemothers and they are all
delightful."
Mom D doesn't feel sorority life
has changed much since she came
here. Most of the changes happened
before she arrived. "I think each girl
feels her house is the best, and that's
the same. Each should feel they are in
the best house. But, personally, I
know ours is the best," she said with
a smile. As for changes like curfews
and the like, Mom D said the days are
gone when the housemother sits by
the door looking at her watch,
making sure the girls are in by eleven
o'clock. "Besides," she stated, "I
don't care to be a policewoman."
Before she came to UOP, Mary
Dieudonne was a housewife and
mother. After her husband's death,
she decided she wanted to go back to
work. "But, I had absolutely no idea
that I would be doing something like
this. It's home, and I have a lot of

•
•
•
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Swiior. working
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(SPORTS
Karen's Comments
By Karen Konuak
This P*c<fWM mark* lire last tuut of the '*2 '13 season and the last
of my foui rear aunt. So. being that there will be my last "comments"
I though! I'd share tome kkas on athlelk perfection.
Imagine rout self at the perfect athlete. Physical and mental errors
are aoo-eattscni In your performance. Your every execution b a com
buret tun of matunum strength, tpecd. coordination, reflex action, ac
curacy and timing You arc a tremendous athlete'
You're probably taring. "Win a minute' Thai's unrealistic." lin
ger fret hm.i arc as common >n athletics as the colors of orange and black
at Pacific Statistics illustrate ho* far short from the world's standard of
perfection aa athlete performs However. while we see the world's tian
dard of per fret too on slat' sheets, there b another standard that's
dnuoniiisied by our er/irwdn God's standard of perfection deals with
our Mttfudea, hevsuse M b from these attitudes that actions flow Athletic
perfection flora Ood's standpoint begins from within us. It filters from
your mind to the physical results that can be seen by actions.
Despite religious beliefs, when looking for an example of a ptr/tn
Individual, you can readily think of Jesus Christ. Through Christ God's
word became flesh, therefore, the ultimate in a "perfect example"
walked the earth
fkis h aot to say thai *e art all to try to become Jesus in our athletic
performance*!) because none of ua cm be carbon copies of Chrtst. But.
simply by letting Him hve through you. your act tons can more readily
refVst Mis. allowing your performance to be "mere perfect."
The importance of developing sound attitudes in athletics b quite
when considering how much unpad emotion can hare on the
of an event. Abo. if you're abic to get a handle on your al
iunde*/emotion* in your athletic competition, you will abo be able to jet
a better handle on hfe in general
One of the rewarding aspects of athletics n that it b a microcosm of
hfe ( ompetmre aihirtKs provide us with a mirror for our real attitudes
So frequently the attitudes we display in athletic competition are the
attitudes we display in non-athletic situations. Foe example, a bad
i. jealousy, faar. etc
Py looking to ( hrtsi as the perfect role model" you CM conccntrair on good fruits
bubs of the spirit
. patience, kindness, goodfaithfulness K
and self-control Hooe of
these detract from the performance either They don't take anything
away from aggressiveness, but perhaps add to it while you ume to be
the best you can be and never gtre up- giving your ah. as Christ gare His
hfe
While striving to gtre your all and working to conform yourself to
the likeness of Christ, you will he tapping into an endless power source
If you commit your win to God and desire to do what ts pleasing to Hun
(I e.. taking on His attitudes) He win provide for you (Psalm J7 4).
Athletic perfection isn't aa idealistic dream. N't a reality within the
grasp of everyone
"He gives strength to the weary. And to him who lacks might He in
creases power though youths grow weary and tired, and vigorous
young men stumble badly, yet there who wan for the Lord win gam new
strength. I hey win mount up with wings like eagles, they will run and aot
get need, ihey wdl walk and not bccoosr weary " Isaiah 40:29-31)
Thanks foe four unforgettable yean Take care and God Bless

Baseball on win streak
The UOP baseball team
from behind to beat 4th
ranked Fresno State in a 3
scries last week, and the Tigm abo
defeated USF in a doubicheader (3I. 5-3) on Wednesday, but Coach
John Pkooe commented. "We
didn't play as wefl as »e could hare,
though; we won by taking advance
of their mistakes and pitching bet
ter."
The wins improved their overall
record to 17-19 and league record to
9-10. If the team can win the rest of
their games, they could finish 2nd or
3rd in the conference. But the road
ahead b a tough one- 11 games in
seren days. Picooe b confident
though, saying. "We're in good

Softball at Cal tourney

playing shape now. We weren't at
the beginning of the season. The bad
weather really hurt us; not allowing
the competition that we needed to
keep in good shape, forcing us into
makeup games, and cancelling all
our promotional activities. It's too
bad the season has to end now."
A make-up game against San
Jose State (known for particularly
"vocal" fans) b scheduled for 3
p.m on Mooday at Billy Hehen.
The Pacific team plays St. Mary's
(which leads the league right now),
here on Wednesday at 5 pm..
Umv-ersity of Nevada-Reno in a
doubicheader here on May 13. and
at St. Mary's on May 14 and 15 to
finish out the season.

UOP's 14th-ranked softball
team closes out Its 19#? regular
season this week when it travels to
Berkeley to participate in the Cal
Women's Softball Invitational.
The Mi-team toumamenl takes
place on Cal's West Field this
Thursday through Saturday, with
games beginning at 8 a.m. each
day.
UOP opened the event against
Nebraska yesterday. Today, the
Lady Tigers face host Cal at 10
a.m. and USF at 2 p.m. Pacific
doses out the tournament Satur
day against UC Santa Barbara at 8
a.m. and seventh-ranked Fresno

State at 12 noon.
If the Lady Tigers
.
receive a bid to the NCAA iou,
nament. they should place wdj
the tournament this weekend
UOP finished second in the Ho,
Pac Conference, lied with OidoState, with a 9-3 record. Fret*,
State won the championship with?
perfect 12-0 record. Fresno *,1
receive an automatic bid to th,
NCAA's, and UOP U hoping to,
an at-large berth. Invitations t0
NCAA Championship tourn»mo#
will be announced next Mond»v
May 9.
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Now the only reason to take
a train in Europe is if you can't drive.
If vou'rr goutg to Europe this summer, don't see a from a
train. See it from behind the wheel of a Hertz car. Ill less
expensive than a European rail pan. .And it coat even fen
when you share the ride with a friend. Plus wah a Hertz car.
thercA never a charae for mileage.
By renting from Hertz, vou can reverse sour car fust
7 days before renting, you don't hare to pas in advance, and
in many cases there s no drop off charge. And unlike some
rent-a-car cxnpatun. Hero* minimum renting ape b18
)ean old. What s more, out ppuo wc
ut luni
currency through March 31,1984 So no matter htm

L

trad?

arriving
on track

TRADITION CONTINUES

New Amtrak San Jo»ou>n
schedules mean more deyhght
savings tor you.

NEW
BAY AREA
BEFORE LUNCH
From The Central Vaney. anw«
eithe Bay Area before noon.
30 mnutes ean«r than before
Connect 10 BART at Rehmond
for the entire Bay Area or con
nect at Oakland drectty for SOT
Franosoo The new sc*wduie
pves you extra dayfagr* time for
work or ptay anywhere m the
Bay Area ~ even take m a bal
game — and return the same
day

the

1983 EPOCH
will be distributed on
Monday, May 16
1:30 to5:30
Tuesday, May 17
12:00 to 5:00
in the University Center Theater

NEW
SACRAMENTO
SOONER
Oi* earner arrival m Sacra
memo means more daykght
hme lor Outness meetngs or
s-ghtseeng n Od Sacramento
or at the State Captor — and
sM be home that same
evenng
MORE
COAST STARUGHT
CONNECTION
You COT «Ot transfor to the
Coast Startgnr n Martoez
Ydi* connection g guaranteed
between me Central Vaney
and Northern CaMorrea or the

You must pick up your yearbook in person
Be prepared to show your ASUOP card

the dollar fluctuates, our rata won't.
Hertz abo saw you money when you're off the road. VCfc
offer discounts at over 1.500 hotels in Europe, including
Hobday Inns. Rooms start as low as $28 per person, double
occupancy $17 in BritainI, including breakfast, service
and tax.
For full details, call vuur trasel agent. Or call I
Hertz at I-800-654-3001. If sou think going by
train is cheaper, vnul! he pleased to discover
HertZ

i

J

™E'1 WAY TO RENTACAR
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The "most successful men's tenteam UOP has had" in recent
"'!« completed their season Tuesday
fcalt Lake City, Utah at the PCAA
championships- The Tigers finished
fith place, ahead of Utah, and, ac10 ding to Coach Scott Oechel, the
^petition was extremely close.
'There were a lot of close mathes " he said. "We had great hopes
f advancing to seventh place ahead
!fCal State-Fullerton."

pacific scored six points in the
while the most points
Led by a UOP team in previous
ears was four. Winning matches for
iacific in singles were Mark Fairhilds, Johnny Mulleady, Mark
jeVries and Alex Stamey. In adition, the first doubles team of Fairhilds and DeVries and the third
oubles team of Ervin Mendel and
tamey also won.
The "hero" of the tournament,
said Oechel, was Alex Stamey.
Stamey went as far as the finals of the
insolation singles for number six
dayers. Then he and Mendel won the
inalofthe consolation doubles. This
(as the first time UOP has won
lournament,

By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

anything in this tournament.

Stiff Writer

b e n t h e . e a r n ' ' ™

m e m

-

fi?;^rle °; h"Mi-s
Br!f" ^akashima (who played
th*
he number three position) gave the

straTed"31"^ leadersh'P and demon
strated composure and coolness on
satisfvinii
^°r myse"- ' had a very
satisfying season as a coach. We
achieved all of the goals we had set
for ourselves."
The team finished the season
wnh an overall dual meet record of
"The team worked well together.
a mrm cyWfvf 3 un,ty and s"PPortiveness
among them at this tournament that
was
just
fantastic,"
Oechel
remarked. He added, "They could
definitely be an even stronger team
next year if all of the players decide to
return."
The women's team participates
in the NorPac Conference Cham
pionships this
weekend in Santa
Clara. They went into the tournament
m second place, and Coach Gordon
Graham was determined to hold their
position.

^ '

Lrew

The
The Paeific
Pacific

f°r c°mpetition-~pictured above (lefTuTright);
K
&er' Mark Nilsen, Matt Holmes and coxswain Mike Njo.

captures first victory

:
, , cap
rowing
club
tured their first victory last Sunday
a. regatta at the California
Maritime Academy in Vallejo.
... Their next race will be the
estern Sprints, a major event in
California crew. It will be held on
May 14 at Lake Natoma, near
Sacramento. Pacific will compete
in the varsity division for the first
time rather than in the novice
division as they have in the past.
(The novice category applies to
first-year crews.)
In the race at the Cal
Maritime Academy last weekend,
vUOP's crew of Matt Holmes

....

1

Mark Nilsen, Tony Geiger, Todd
Buckendorf,
and
coxswain
Michael Njo outrowed Cal
Maritime to win the 2000 meter
race by three boat lenths. UC
Davis Lake Merrit Rowing Club
were scheduled to participate but
cancelled at the last minute.
The team won despite a bad
week: illnesses and stormy weather
combined to limit practice to only
two sessions.
Only one race is left after the
Western Sprints - the Southwest
Reginal Championships in Long
Beach on May 29.

Pacific golf ended its regular
season with a mediocre third place
performance in the PCAA Cham
pionship. Fresno State claimed the
title by six shots over San Jose.
Tiger Ken Earle continued his
superior play with a second place
finish, on stroke behind Long
Beach's Bob Summers. In a three way
tie for third was Pacific's Jeff
Wilson, three shots back of the lead.
Long Beach led the tournament
after the first round by five shots over
Fresno. Pacific began with a very
disappointing 396, 15 shots off the
pace. "I thought we could win; but
our first round took us out of it,"
said Coach Glen Albaugh.
A fierce ocean breeze kicked up
on the Sandpiper G.C. in Santa Bar
bara making easy holes very difficult
and long par fives decent par fours.
But Pacific posted the low round to
move them in to third place after 36
holes, five shots behind the leader,
Fresno, and four shots behind Long
Beach in second.
Being five shots behind the lead
gave the Tigers a good chance at the
title because they usually play their
best rounds last. But it was not to be
this time as Fresno retained its lead
for the 1983 PCAA Championship.

San Jose, who started the round one
shot behind Pacific, slipped in to
second by one shot over the Tigers.
Long Beach faltered to finish one
shot behind Pacific.
The 1982-83 season could easily be
described as the best under Albaugh.
Much of this success can be attributed
to the play of Jeff Wilson and Ken
Earle.
Wilson won the Wolfpack
Classic and UOP's Autumn In
vitational, while the team won the
Stanford and UOP tournaments last
fall.
Both players have shined
brightly this Spring. They have
played in nine tournaments with
Earle placing in the top 10 seven times
and Wilson has placed tenth or better
six times. Earle won the Aztec
Classic, took second at the Northern
California Invitational and PCAA
Championship, and finished third in
the Bob Burns' Invitational, and fifth
at the U.S. Intercollegiate.
Top ten performances have also
been turned in by Brad Penfold (Nor
thern California Invitational and
PCAA), Jeff Brehaut (Bob Burns In
vitational), and Kevin Orona (Rancho Murietta Invitational).
The official announcement of
whether or not the Tigers will play in
the NCAA Championship will be
made by May 22.

Announcement of Vacancy

Admissions Counselor
University of the Pacific

Deadline for Applications.May 25
Job begins June 15- July 15

He

.

Contact

y

William A. Henley
Associate Director of
Admissions

946-2211
Alpha Kappa Lambda has
Rooms for rent this summer

$22 a week

. #

From July 22 on
Male or Female
jCall 463-9964, or 466-1653
Ask for Dave or Tom

I P

bring your books to
University Bookstore

May
16-20
date
9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

OUR MOST DEMANDING SKILLS
COMMAND A BONUS.
In today's Army, you'll get
to choose a skill more challenging
than anything you've ever done
before. And you'll have an oppor
tunity to earn a bonus of several
thousand dollars.
Your choices include every
thing from computer-operated
field artillery to the electronic
wizardry of our Signal Intelligence
units. But you'll need to qualify.
The longer you serve, the
£1
bigger your bonus. If, for example, - *
you serve four years as a Cavalry
Scout, you'll receive an $8,000
bonus (or $4,000 for a three-year
enlistment). And you might qualify for college benefits.
For more information, visit your Army Recruiter at the address
below. Or call.
CALL: 951-3541

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
. v

7

Golf places 3rd in PCAA

?> r,

l

Pacifican

8

Pacifican
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YOU CAN LEARN BOTH!
DCAnm?™1^1 A SPEED READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
^READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALLi
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INTENSIVE REVIEW

w
LANGUAGE REVIEW FOR FORFIRki
^ STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS WHO
HAVE PREVIOUSLY STUDKD ENGLISH
• PREPARE FOR TOEFL, VQE, ECFMG
• MASTER
• EXPAND voA&TSATION
• IMPROVE
• REINFORCE RGARTmGMANR0TE-TAK,NG
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SUMMER
CLASSES
ENROLLING
NOW!

OVER 120 CENTERS NATIONWIDE
TEST PREPARATION SPECIAL IRto "iT,r , , j

